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Fibo Kitchen Boards are based on a 7-layer exterior grade plywood core. The front is covered with 
a high pressure laminate with thickness 1/32”-3/64”, while the backside is covered with a balance 
layer of thickness 1/64”. 

The panels have an average density of 790 kg/m3, thickness is 13/32” and have an Aqualock click. 
Width is 11 5/8”. Standard length is 18”, but decors are also available in 94 1/2”.

Behind sink, hob(stove) and where Kitchen Board are exposed to water spillage or 
steam, use at all time sealant in click e.g. Fibo Seal. 

Please note where the temperature is above 80°C/176°F eg. behind some gas stoves and 
cooktops, we recommend using a heat resistant decorative material(stainless steel is commonly 
used) or tempered glass product to protect the panel and avoid heat possibly dulling the 
panel.  Please check with the manufacturer of gas appliance to determine required wall clearance 
for gas appliance installation to ensure temperatures don’t exceed the level listed above where 
FIBO Kitchen Board is installed.  Freestanding Ranges with a rear vertical control panel/display do 
not apply to this concern.

For daily cleaning use pH neutral products, pH 7-9 and lukewarm water. 
This applies to both panels, profiles and sealant. Do not allow bleach, abrasive cleaners, paint 
stripper, white spirit or toilet cleaner to come into contact with the panels. If chlorinated products 
are used, rins of with lukewarm water after max. 30 minutes as prolonged exposure to chlorine 
may stain some of the decors. 

A newley installed Fibo Kitchen Wall, might have residues of a film from Fibo Wipes, this is a layer 
which should be removed with milde soap water within the first two weeks after installation so it 
does not set.

Methylated spirit can be used on stubborn stains or melamine sponge togheter with dishwasher 
soap. For cleaning of decors with deep structures we recommend lint free cloth, this applies for 
Cement (C) and Gemstone (GEM).

See fibosystemusa.com, fibosystemcanada.com or contact info@fibosystem.com for warranty 
information.
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PRODUCT: FIBO WALL PANEL

DECOR:............................................................................

PURCHASE DATE AND NUMBER:.............................................

SEALANT USED:..................................................................

FORMAT: 0 13/32” x 18” x 11 5/8” with Aqualock click joint on 18” sides. 


